












Dear investors,    

  

I am delighted to present the consolidated annual report for 2022 of the Hive finance, UAB. This report highlights the significant 

progress made by Hive finance group, along with its subsidiary companies hive5 Marketplace d.o.o. and Ekspres Pozyczka, 

operating under the legal name Argentum Capital Sp. z o.o.

  

In addition, I would like to extend my appreciation to my partner and co-founder of Hive Finance Group, Andrius Rupšys, for his 

significant contributions to our achievements. His experience and expertise from his other business, Ruptela, founded in 2007, 

a global telematics company that specializes in cra�ting cu�ting-edge GPS tracking devices and serves SME clients in over 127 

countries, have been invaluable to our growth.   

 

Despite the challenges faced during the past year, such as geopolitical conflicts, inflation, and rising interest rates, our subsidiary 

company hive5, has remained steadfast in its commitment to providing liquidity and stability to the financial market. We are 

thrilled to announce that since our launch in 2022, hive5 has become the fastest-growing marketplace for investing in loans, 

a�tracting a diverse range of clients from prominent European countries and reputable corporations. By the end of the year, our 

pla�form had reached a cumulative por�folio of over 1,9 M Eur.   

 

Furthermore, our other company Ekspres Pozyczka, places a strong emphasis on accurate risk management, leveraging 

cu�ting-edge technology. The company stands out in the market by implementing a revolutionary AI-based decision-making 

engine. The unique scoring system for borrowers is continually enhanced, enabling the company to maintain a competitive 

default rate of approximately 5,2% of the entire por�folio, which is twice lower than the market average. This demonstrates a 

significant advantage and safety for our investors.

As we look towards 2023, our plans include expanding into at least one new geography. Furthermore, we place high importance 

on enhancing the development of our investment pla�form, improving the user experience, and establishing a strong liquidity 

bu�fer.

At Hive finance group, our mission is to provide our clients with profitable investments, the highest level of service, and the most 

innovative investment tools available. We remain steadfast in upholding our values of transparency, accessibility, and 

convenience, and we eagerly anticipate the continuation of our growth in the years to come. 
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2.1 CEO‘s foreword

Ričardas Vandzinskas,

CEO, Hive finance group
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08hive5 at a glance

*The company has 21 employees, including those with Employment contracts, Civil and B2B contracts.
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hive5 marketplace, d.o.o.

Argentum Capital, Sp. z  o.o.

Hive finance, UAB consolidating entity

Cumulative por�folio, k EUR

Number of active investors

Investment por�folio outstanding, k EUR

Investor's markets

Listed loans, k EUR

Average annual investment return

Number of loans listed

1 953

431

1 234

18

3 590

15,8%

5 297

Number of customers

Loans granted

Volume of loans granted, k EUR

Net impairment, k EUR

Default rate

4 324

4 869

1 807

44

5,2%

Revenue, k EUR

EBITDA, k EUR

Net profit (loss), k EUR

Employees*

135

-763

-756

21




























































